CUSTOM-MADE FURNISHINGS: FOR KITCHEN, BATHROOM, BEDROOM, CLOSETS AND OTHERS

GOALS AND MISSION:
In response to market demands we decided to start company, which offers carefully made furniture.
We listen to our clients – to fully respond to their needs, we help to choose proper dimensions, style, shape
and colour. We are team of young, but experienced professionals. During last ten years we gained
experience and skills in various carpentry and furniture factories.
Our proposals are characterized by details uniqueness, which magnificently highlights beauty of whole
project. With same perfectionism we approach every order. It doesn’t matter what kind or type of furniture
we are making – clients satisfactions is our ultimate goal. Client receives also professional help and advice
concerning interior design.
We work on checked, tested and proven products. We have a fully equipped and complete machine park.
Best certificate of our realizations is three years warranty we provide for our products.

SPECIALISATION:
We produce products from solid wood and MDF. However, what we specialize in, are products from
veneer.
One of the primary advantages of using veneer is stability. Products made of that doesn’t change their shape.
It’s also made from quality sorted wood, that’s why it has less defects then solid wood, such as knags.
It also secures final products from cracking and splitting, which appear in solid wood products
due to changing weather conditions. Veneer allows furniture to have dimensions of any size, there is no limit
as for it. What’s also very important – furniture made of veneer is cheaper then furniture made of solid
wood. Ecological characteristics of veneer are impressive as well: recyclability, renewability
and sustainability. Veneer is also nontoxic and stores carbon.

Please feel free to contact us and become satisfied partner
We will be most happy to work with you and will ensure that you will feel the same way

gregorexport@gmail.com
www.meblegregor.pl
Meble Gregor
ul. Brzezińska 48/3M
41-902 Bytom, Silesian Metroplis
Poland
NIP: 626 250 74 99

